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Joe Chiccarelli
NIGEL JOPSON interviews a ten-time Grammy Award winner who puts artists first
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I have very much an end goal
in mind before I even get in
the studio, when I’m in
rehearsals with the band

A

s a young 20 year old engineer at
Cherokee Studios in Hollywood, our
interviewee had his first big break
engineering Frank Zappa’s
album Sheik Yerbouti — he went on to
engineer and mix an impressive list of albums
throughout the ‘80s thru the 2000s for artists
including U2, The Killers, My Morning Jacket,
Alanis Morissette, Beck, Hole, Tori Amos, The
Shins, Rufus Wainright, Elton John, and Oingo
Biongo (interview, Resolution V4.2).
Throughout the 2010’s Chiccarelli produced,
engineered and mixed albums including The
Raconteurs’ Grammy-winning Consolers of the
Lonely, The White Stripes’ Grammywinning Icky Thump, The Strokes’ Angles,
Jason Mraz’s Love Is A Four Letter Word, Boy &
Bear’s 4X ARIA Award Winning Moonfire, and
Spoon’s They Want My Soul.
Chiccarelli is highly regarded in Latin music:
he’s won seven Latin Grammy Awards for his
work with Juanes, Ely Guerra, Julieta Venegas,
Bajofondo and Cafe Tacuba. His work
branches out into the jazz world as well,
working with artists such as Kurt Elling, Pink
Martini, Gato Barbieri, Arturo Sandoval and
Jamie Cullum. Recently, Chiccarelli produced
Broken Social Scene’s Hug of Thunder, The
Shelters’ Jupiter Sidecar, Charly Bliss’ Young
Enough, Half Moon Run’s A Blemish In The
Great Light, Morrissey’s covers album California
Son, and The Wonder Years’ Sister Cities,
which entered the Billboard 200 at #5.
On California Son Morrissey sounds
incredible, tell us about that album.
It’s an album that Morrissey always wanted to
make, it happened because we very casually
went in the studio one weekend and did a
version of The Pretenders’ ‘Back On The Chain
Gang’, and Moz loved the way the session
turned out. He said “I’ve been thinking about
doing a covers album for a long time and
maybe this is a good time to do it”. He wanted
to do songs that were important to him when
he was growing up — some songs have a
political nature to them — but some were just
songs he felt became part of his DNA as a
singer. It was really, really fun. Going through
the material, we all kind of had some
suggestions for them — the Roy Orbison tune
[‘It’s Over’] was one that he wasn’t fully
planning at the beginning — but I think
everybody rallied around that one and he
loved the idea. It was Morrissey’s idea to bring
in’LP’ [Laura Pergolizzi] to sing background
vocals. That was a great addition, it was overall
such a pleasant experience.
Is it tricky doing a covers album with a
well-known artist?
In some way the pressure’s off, but at the same
time you want to try to do them in your style,
but without reinventing them just for the sake
of it. There’s some songs, for instance, ‘Lady
Willpower’ that are really close to the original
and other songs like ‘Morning Starship’ that are
really kind of reinventions.
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It’s interesting you mentioned ‘It’s Over’:
what is your vocal chain there for Morrissey?
Because every breath, every little inflection
he makes comes over.
It’s all about performance, and I have to say he’s
a very interesting singer in that he’s kind of part
punk rocker and part 1950s crooner. He has this
wild combination, in terms of his influences and
what makes up his singing style. We’ve tried a
number of mics over the years, but for the most
part it tends to be a vintage U47, some songs
are a Blue Bottle tube microphone. I normally
use a Neve 1073 mic pre, or in the case of
California Son it was the Sunset Sound console
custom Di Medio preamp — it’s basically an API
design — but with different op-amps and
transformers. Then it’s usually a Pultec, and
either an LA2A or a Tubetech CL1B depending
on the song, but that’s typically the vocal chain
I’ve used for the four or five albums I’ve done
with Morrissey.
You’ve got something going there that really
lifts his little breaths, is there a lot of
compression?
You know, when I record him, I’ve always tried to
be safe about it. So it’s probably only a few dB of
compression. In mixing, there’s probably a
couple of plug-ins on there, but for the most part
it’s definitely conservative recording. Opticaltype compressors for him seem to be the best
thing. I also use Acustica Audio plug-ins.

Which Acustica plug-ins do you use?
I tend to use their Pultec emulation, which they
call Purple2, and their El Rey [Greg Wells]
compressor. When I’m mixing I also like the
Softube Curve Bender EQ [Chandler
emulation]. The Acustica plug-ins are really
high-quality, but they eat up a lot of DSP,
nevertheless the tone and quality is worth it.
Is it the Sunset Sound chamber we hear on
Morrissey’s vocal?
The Sunset Sound live chamber is really, really
beautiful. The record was tracked at Sunset, but
mixed entirely in-the-box. I probably also used
the UAD 140 plate when mixing.
On some tracks, like ‘Morning Starship’, it
sounds like there are some drum samples
there?
Even though it’s real drums, I’m always looking
for something a bit more unique. So drums are
always layered with samples and often the
samples are deliberate electronic choices.
Maybe it could even be something like a
Simmons or an 808. Sometimes I might use five
different snare drum samples all blended
together.
Did you do that on the Charly Bliss album as
well?
Yes, I do that a lot and I tend to use a touch of
digital distortion on the samples because I think

Listeners don’t have the time or the
attention span, so you’re always trying to
keep them engaged
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sit-down, ‘listen to the album top to bottom’. A
lot of times now it’s about the key cuts. This
was an interesting thing in that the album is a
whole, a piece of work. Elbow are one of my
favourite bands, and I think they do that thing.
They deliver a listening experience. So, overall,
it’s a good time to be a musician now. You have
way more financial control on every level. I think
you’re no longer at the mercy of major record
labels.
Do you always work at Sunset Sound?
I track all over the world from LaFabrique in
France to Blackbird in Nashville. When In LA I
like to do my tracking at Sunset in Studio 1, and
a lot of my gear is in that room. About six years
ago I took over a small room there that I use to
do my vocals, guitars, keyboards and for
in-the-box mixing.
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it gives them a little bit of crack. I’ll deliberately
overload a plug-in and try to give something a
little bit more edge via distortion. It’s usually the
Slate trigger and often a Waves API EQ.
The way you produced Charly Bliss’ Young
Enough gave a different dimension to their
sound…
It was a deliberate and brave choice: they
wanted a record that was more ‘pop’ in a lot of
ways. They really wanted to push their
boundaries and not do the nineties-thing that
they had done in the past.
On your productions, it strikes me you see a
song as a series of set-pieces: the verse starts
with a guitar that draws you in, and when the
chorus comes, it widens out with instruments.
Is that something you really think through
when you approach a production?
I have very much an end goal in mind before I
even get in the studio, when I’m in rehearsals
with the band. I try to get a picture and a sense
of what the overall sound should be. Sometimes
it’s just the basis of the record. Sometimes I just
have a sense of what I want the rhythm section
to be and then what gets layered on top just
happens via experimentation.
I definitely go at it with a very, very specific
intention and of course it changes along the
way — and more importantly — it’s artist driven.
I sit down and speak with the artist and spend
time discussing what they want before we get
in the studio. So I kind of have a sense of what
they want and, and also where I think they
should be going, where the record might fit in
the marketplace. Perhaps what was good or
bad about their last record and what they want
to improve upon. I really do take some time to
try to plan it all out.
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Do you take into account that listeners are
not used to hearing the natural dynamics of
music anymore?
I’m always making the record for the artist, and
what the artists is all about, and what they want
to do. But I also think in terms of what listening
tastes are now. What listeners want to hear:
they’re looking for a bigger low end in records,
more groove-oriented records. Everybody
wants guitars that sound like synthesizers and
synthesizers that blend in with the guitars.
Nobody wants crash cymbals anymore. People
are used to programmed drums, and in a lot of
cases a live kit sounds foreign and
uncomfortable and off-putting to them.
Sometimes if I’m recording a live kit, it might
be that I’ve got to really edit it a lot and turn it
into a loop. Because I know that a lot of
movement within the kit — accents — will put
listeners off because they don’t understand it.
We’re three or four generations into listening to
hip-hop, and it’s really very much the sound of
‘now’. What you and I might call rock music is a
niche, it’s not the mainstream.
How do you feel about the music scene in
general at the moment?
I feel it’s healthier in every way; I feel like it’s the
best time. I feel like artists have so much more
freedom now, and so many more outlets to
showcase their music. It’s a really amazing time
to be an artist. I think there are less ‘rules’ now
about what works and doesn’t work. I just did
an album with the band Half Moon Run. They’re
from Canada, signed to Glassnote Records,
they’re really interesting in a very moody
atmospheric — ‘folky’ (if you will) manner.
Beautiful voices, all the guys sing, the
harmonies are stunning.
We made a record that is very much a

What equipment is in your room?
I use an Avid C|24 24-channel control surface
with my up-to-date Pro Tools system, I have a
BURL summing network and a BURL Bomber
ADC and DAC. I use a really great stereo bus
chain: I have a Chandler Curve Bender EQ, a
Shadow Hills mastering compressor, and a
Kush Clariphonic parallel EQ which I use from
time to time. Occasionally I mix fully in-thebox, but I try to get some analogue in the
chain, for me it still sounds 20% bigger, 20%
deeper, 20% more ‘3D’!
What made you choose the BURL?
I did a shoot-out with some summing devices,
and my two favourites were the BURL and
Shadow Hills. At the time, the simplicity of the
BURL appealed to me and I love the tone of it.
It’s warm and it has the character of a console
for me.
What is your benchmark for monitoring?
I made so many records on Tannoys, I was
looking for a replacement, and some years ago
when I was working with The Killers, the guys at
TransAudio loaned me a pair of ATC SCM25
— which I loved — but for me, they didn’t have
quite enough low end. Once they brought out
the SCM45 I absolutely fell in love with those,
and I’ve been using them for the last five years
or so.
You do a lot of mixing (independently of
producing): how do you start a mix now the
‘faders down’ era is over?
I’ve actually never started from a point of “put
up the kick drum” or “put up the drums”. I
always put the whole band up or the whole
song up and get a balance and a sense of what
the record needs to be — what are the strong
points and the weak points. I’ve always been
very kind of holistic that way.
But with the modern in-the-box thing, when
people deliver you rough mixes, I think they’re
very attached to it. It is different in the sense
that people have worked months and
sometimes years on projects. And the great
thing about recording in a digital workstation is
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that you are able to mix as you go along. People
are adding plug-ins, they’re muting, they’re
getting balances. I think you can’t always just
reinvent the record unless, you know, the artist
wants you to. Unless they feel like they’re
‘stumped’, they’ve taken it as far as they can
and they need a fresh perspective. So I’m
always very respectful of that. I think most
people now really have a great handle on
technology and production.
Tell us about the ‘JC37’ microphone you
developed with Tonelux.
Some time ago I was getting a lot of tracks to
mix that people had recorded vocals on with
some very expensive mics. A lot of times the
vocals were very hyped and very bright and
very difficult to mix because of that. So I
wanted a microphone that was just warmer and
had a great tone, and I have always been a fan
of the old C37A tube microphone. It was Sony’s
attempt at a tube microphone to
rival the Neumanns and AKGs of the 1950s.
I’m fortunate to work at Sunset Sound where
they have nine of them: they have such a
beautiful warm tone. It never gets harsh in the
mids when singers go high in their range. So I
thought about re-creating this microphone. I
thought it was going to be quite an easy task, it
might take a couple of years to do it! So… six
years later, we finally got a microphone that I
feel is about 98% of the original.
What proved to be the stumbling blocks in
re-creating the C37?
It took, I think, about 18 different transformers
to finally find the right one. In fact, we ended up
going back to the original transformer company
in Japan and getting them to remake the
transformers from their 1953 design of the
transformer, many iterations of capsule design
and so on. The mic has a very interesting tone
— it’s a little dipped in the upper mid range. It
has plenty at 15kHz, plenty of air, but it’s a little
soft in the upper mid-range where Neumanns
tend to be a little forward. It saturates in a way
like a tube compressor does, but very subtly.
When somebody digs in or hit a snare drum, it
almost has this little bit of self compression that
that gives a really beautiful tone, really rich. It’s
interesting now, jumping into the manufacturing
world.
Was this your first involvement in hardware
manufacture?
I also helped the guys from Sonic Farm come up
with this preamp that has a lot of saturation
capabilities to it — the Xcalibur. You learn an
awful lot and all of a sudden have a lot of
understanding of what it takes to bring a
product to market. It’s not as easy as one thinks!
Why do you think a lot of young production
pros revere vintage hardware and past eras of
recording — why does Eddie Kramer have
relevance for them?
I think a lot of those early records stand the test
of time and I think people took chances. The
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one thing that I think did happen then was that
every record sounded unique. It was very rare
to get something that sounded sonically like
another album: a lot of times back in the ’60s
and ’70s consoles were homemade… every
studio was different. Now we all have similar
technology. Everybody has the same plug-ins,
the same platform, the same gear — they read
the same magazines! The bad part is people
tend to then make ‘the same record’, and a lot
of tunes you hear sound like the cut that came
before them and after them …things don’t stand
out as much.
How do you cut across the modern
standardisation of music production tools?
That was one really unique thing I learned
working with Jack White. With Jack, everything
is about performance and simplicity and also
(at the time) it was all about analogue tape. So
when you heard a Raconteurs or White Stripes
song, it sounded totally different from
everything else around, because he was using
different approaches and different
technologies.
Is there a sense that Jack White viewed tape
through rather rose-tinted glasses (compared
to engineers from the tape era)?
What was really great about it for me was that,
because he didn’t have that understanding of
the limitations of analogue, he would ask for
things that you normally do in digital, things
that would take you ten seconds to do in digital.
He would ask for them to be done in analogue.
I never say “no” to an artist. So anytime Jack

asked for anything, I would say, okay, can you
give me 20 minutes and I’ll do it for you.
Whether it was flying around vocal parts or
making edits on machines that were locked
together with SMPTE code. You know, things
that are somewhat impossible in the analogue
domain are now so easy in digital. So I had to
come up with ways to sort of do the tricks that
you’re able to achieve in digital. But I had to do
them in analogue. So it was definitely a
challenge, and a fun one in that respect. It was
great to sort of be pushed and it was — as you
say — because he never really saw the
difficulties in working with a limited technology.
What inspires you in music?
I’ve not one to dwell on the past. I’m always
searching. I’m always looking for something
new, something fresh. I’m always trying to
reinvent things. I’m always trying to push the
limits of things. You know, maybe this was what
I learned from Frank Zappa. Maybe the one
takeaway I could have from that experience as a
20 year-old engineer, was his desire to really
push the boundaries and come up with
something unique at every turn. It was all about
how you could make something that really
caught people’s attention.
Listeners don’t have the time or the attention
span, so you’re always trying to keep them
engaged. And a lot of times the way you do it is
by creating things that are unorthodox, and
surprising. For me as a listener, I think the thing I
always want to hear is moments on a record
that are — “wow, I didn’t expect that, that’s
crazy!”

Artists have so much more freedom now, and
so many more outlets to showcase their
music. It’s a really amazing time to be an artist
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